Delftware

Runner & Cushion Pattern

Designed by Leesa Chandler and featuring her Culture Club’s fabric range “Dutch Cottage” for Robert Kaufman fabrics.

Runner 67” x 19’

Cushion 17” x 17”

Show off your Dutch inspired fabrics in this easy to piece runner and then complete the picture with a Dutch plate cushion, using your left over fabrics!
**Fabric Requirements**

- **Panel Print**: 12464-75 24” / 60cm
- **Medium Coordinate**: 12467-75 10” / 25cm
- **Sashing & Binding**: 12141-46 30” / 75cm
- **Small Coordinate**: 12465-75 6” / 15cm
- **End Trim Fabric**: 12470-75 18” / 45cm

**Note**

Don't forget the cuppa rule, sit down with a cuppa and read the pattern from start to finish before you commence.

All measurements include ¼” seam allowances.

**Cutting Requirements**

- **From Panel fabric**:
  - cut four 9 ½” squares (B)
  - cut sixteen 4 ½” squares (A)
  - cut two 3 ½” x 19 ½” strips (C)

  Set aside one 9 ½” square and four 4 ½” squares to make the cushion later.

- **From Sashing and Binding fabric**:
  - cut six 2 ½” strips and set aside for binding.
  - cut ten 1 ½” x 19 ½” strips
  - cut six 1 ½” x 9 ½” strips

- **From Medium Coordinate (Floral)**:
  - cut six 4 ½” x 9 ½” (D)

- **From Small Coordinate**:
  - cut eight 4 ½” x 4” (E)

- **From End Trim fabric (Stripe)**:
  - cut two 19 ½” x 9 ½” (F)
  - cut four 9 ½” x 4 ½” strips and set aside to make the cushion later.

**Method**

1. Using the Runner diagram on the next page as a guide, join A and E pieces together in strips.
2. Then piece B squares together with piece D strips, adding a 1 ½” x 9 ½” sashing strip in between the pieces.
3. Piece the quilt together with pieced and un-pieced strips with 1 ½” x 19 ½” sashing strips, from the centre out, ensuring that you keep the runner straight.
4. Once quilted, bind in sashing fabric which was set aside during cutting.
5. Using the Cushion diagram on the next page as a guide, join a 9 ½” x 4 ½” end trim fabric strip to each side of the 9 ½” panel.
6. Add a 4 ½” square to each end of the other two trim fabric strips and add these to the other two sides of the cushion. Cut a 17 ½” square of fabric for the back of the cushion, pin right sides together with the cushion front, sew around all sides leaving a 6” gap to turn through. Turn side right sides out, fill and close opening.
Runner Diagram

Cushion Diagram
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